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from surfaces, 103–106
of optical thickness, 81
of phase functions, 80
of radiance

multiple scattering, 84
single scattering, 77
translational on surfaces, 34–36

of reduced radiance, 81
of transmittance, 81
of visibility function, 109–110, 117–118

heterogeneous media, 60
homogeneous media, 60

importance function, 133
importance sampling, 157
in-scattered radiance, 61
in-scattering, see in-scattered radiance
in-scattering event, 59–60
irradiance, 9

relationship to radiance, 12
irradiance caching, 23–29

k-NN, see nearest neighbor method
kth nearest neighbor method, see nearest neigh-

bor method

Law of Large Numbers, 153
Lorenz-Mie theory, 65

measurement equation, 133–134
Monte Carlo, 5, 24

and participating media
brief history, 70–71

biased, 165
consistent, 165
estimator, 152–156

convergence of, 153
convergence rate, 154
convergence rate, proof of, 156
expected value of, 153
multidimensional integrals, 155

integration, 33, 48, 70, 77, 149–166
in volumetric radiance caching, 77–78

multiple importance sampling, 159
Quasi-Monte Carlo, 35, 162–163
ray tracing, 5, 72, 73, 100, 101, 120, 121

history of, 20–21

stratified, 26, 104
stratified sampling, 160
unbiased, 5, 165
variance reduction, 156

multiple scattering, 75

nearest neighbor method, 124, 185
special case of balloon estimator, 185

optical depth, see optical thickness
optical thickness, 59, 85

gradient of, 81
in heterogeneous media, 81
in homogeneous media, 81

out-scattering event, 57–58

participating media
assumptions about, 56

PDF, see probability density function
phase function, 61

gradient of, 80
Henyey-Greenstein, 63
isotropic, 62
Lorenz-Mie, 65
properties of, 61–62
Rayleigh, 64
Schlick, 63

phosphorescence
seequantum optics

phosphorescence, 199
photon mapping, 119–127
power, see flux
probability density function, 150

quantum optics, 8
fluorescence, 9
phosphorescence, 9

radiance, 10
in-scattered, see in-scattered radiance
incident vs. exitant, 12–14
multiple scattered, see multiple scatter-

ing
single scattered, see single scattering

radiance caching
for participating media, 72–100
for surfaces, 33–36

radiance estimate
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illustrated, 123
in media

beam, 136–138, 140–142
conventional, 127, 135–136

on surfaces, 123
radiant exitance, 9

relationship to radiance, 12
radiant power, see flux
radiative tranport equation, see radiative trans-

fer equation
radiative transfer equation

integral form, 67
integro-differential form, 66
non-emissive form, 68

radiosity
algorithm, 19–20, 69–70
radiometric quantity, 9

relationship to radiance, 12
random variable, 150

continuous, 150
discrete, 150

random-walk, 73, 75, 85, 86, 90, 96, 98, 135
ray marching, 73–75, 82, 86, 96, 104, 109

illustrated, 74
ray optics, see geometric optics
Rayleigh scattering, 64
reciprocity

of BRDF, 15
of phase function, 61–62

illustrated, 62
reduced radiance, 59, 76
rendering equation

area form, 17–19
hemispherical form, 16–17

scattering albedo, see albedo
scattering coefficient, 57, 58

and Rayleigh scattering, 65
scattering media, see participating media
σa , see absorption coefficient
σs , see scattering coefficient
σt , see extinction coefficient
single scattering, 75–77
spherical harmonics, 167–177

PN method and, 69
definition of, 168–170
expansion of, 170–171

projection onto, 170–171
properties of, 172–177

convolution, 172
double product integral, 172–173
double product projection, 174–175
orthonormality, 172
rotation, 175–177
rotational invariance, 175
triple product integral, 173–174

volumetric radiance caching and, 82–84,
86, 88

zonal harmonics, 176–177
rotation of, 177

zonal method and, 69
split-sphere model, 27–29

derivation of, 30–31
illustrated, 28

standard deviation, 151

τ, see optical thickness
transmittance, 58

gradient of, 81
properties of, 59

variable kernel method, 139, 186
special case of sample-point estimator,
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variance, 151

properties of, 151, 152
visibility function, 18, 77, 107, 132

gradient of, 78, 97, 109–110, 117–118
VK, see variable kernel method
volume rendering equation, see radiative trans-

fer equation

wave optics, 8
diffraction, 9
interference, 9


